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Collection Description

Biographical Note
James P. Garrison (d. 1863) served as a soldier in the 26th Alabama Regiment and was captured at the Battle of Gettysburg and died at Fort Delaware Prison (near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) in November 1863.

Scope and Content Note
The collection consists of printed typescripts and a microfilm copy of the papers of James P. Garrison from 1862-1863. The papers include twenty-seven letters (1862-1863) from Garrison to his wife and parents in which he describes his induction into the Army and his activities while in Alabama, Virginia, and Pennsylvania. Also includes a poem, two envelopes, miscellaneous printed material and a religious tract, "Comfort and Counsels for the Afflicted," No. 148, published by the Evangelical Tract Society, Petersburg, Virginia (8 pages).

Arrangement Note
Arranged in chronological order.
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